
EXTREME POINTS OF POLAR CONVEX SETS

R. R. PHELPS1

1. Introduction. Suppose that £ is a normed linear space and that

fÇ.E*, 11/11 ál- There is a closed, convex subset E¡ of E, intimately

related to/, which is defined as follows: Ef= {xG-E: ||x|| —f(x) = 1}.

R. C. Buck [2] has proved (among other things) that/is an extreme

point of the unit ball U* of E* if and only if £ = £/ — £/, i.e../can-

not be expressed as the midpoint of a line segment in U* if and only

if every point of E is of the form u — v, where u and v are in Ej. Con-

sider this result from a different viewpoint: Letting

C= {xG£:||x|| = 1},

the theorem gives, in terms of / and the norm in E (i.e., the gauge

functional of C), a necessary and sufficient condition that an element

/ in the polar C° of C in E* be an extreme point of C°. Note that the

set C is closed, convex, symmetric about the origin, and has nonempty

interior. The main purpose of the present note is to give an elementary

proof of a similar characterization of the extreme points of C° without

making any assumptions about C other than it be a convex subset,

containing the origin, of some linear space F. In order to consider the

polar of C we naturally require that F be in duality with another

space G; the duality inherent in our formulation will enable us to

deduce a dual version of Buck's theorem.

2. The main theorems. Using the notation of [l], let F and G be

real or complex linear spaces in duality under (, ). (In all that follows,

the symbol ( , ) will stand for Re( , ) in case F and G are over the

complex field.) Let C be a convex subset of F which contains the

origin <p, and let p be the gauge functional defined by C; for x(E.F,

/>(x)=inf{X>0:\-1xGC}. Note that Oúp(x)ú °° (the latter equal-

ity holding if and only if X^xGC for all X>0), p(x+y) èp(x)+p(y)

for all x, y in F, p(ctx) =ctp(x) if a>0, and p(x) = 1 if xÇzC. Let C° be

the polar of Cin G, i.e., C° = {yÇzG: (x, y)^l forall xGC1}. It follows

from the definitions that if y (EC0 and xG-P, then (x, y)-¿p(x). Sup-

posing yG.C, let Fy= {acGF: p(x) — (x, y)^l} ; the subadditivity of

p implies that F„ is convex. The topology a(F, G) on F is locally con-

vex, and hence [3, p. 22] a convex subset K of F is not o(F, G)-dense
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in F if and only if there exists a zGG~{<¿>} and &>0 such that (x, 2)

^¡b for all x in K. By considering b~xz instead of z, we may, if we

wish, assume b= 1.

Theorem 1. A point yÇE.C° is an extreme point of C° if and only if

Fv — Fv is a(F, G)-dense in F.

Proof. Since Fv — Fv is convex, if it is not a(F, G)-dense in F, there

exists a zGG~{$} as above. Since xGF„ — Fy if and only if —xGF„

— Fv, and since FVC.FV — FV, we have | (x, z)\ SI for all x(EFv. We

will show that the points y + z are in C° ; since y = 2_1 (y +2) 4- 2_1 (y — z),

we can then conclude that y is not an extreme point of C°. We must

show, then, that (x, y + 2) S 1 for all xGC TakexGC(so£(x) il<»)

and let a = p(x) — (x, y). If a = 0, then XxGF„ for all A>0; since

f(x, 2)t~^X-1, we have (x, 2) = 0 and hence (x, y + z) = {x, y)SL If
a>0, then 1 =arla = p(a~lx) — (a~lx, y), so a~1x(E.Fy. Hence (orlx, 2)

SI or ±(x, z)^a = p(x) — (x, y) and therefore (x, y + z)^p(x)^l.

Thus, y±z(E.C° and we have finished one part of the proof. To prove

the converse, suppose that y is not an extreme point of C°. There

exist u and v in C° such that y = 2_1(u-\-v) ; equivalently, there exists

2GG~{<£} such that y±z(EC° (take z = v — y, say). Thus, if xÇzF, we

have (x, y±2)S£(x) or (x, z)^p(x) — (x, y). Therefore (x, 2)S1 for

all xÇ:Fv, and hence (x, 2)S2 for all xGF„— F„ which shows that

the latter is not ff(F, G)-dense in F and completes the proof.

Following Buck's example, we will now use Theorem 1 to prove a

more general result. If M is a linear subspace of F (not necessarily

closed) let Mx= {yGG: (x, y) = 0 for all ï£M| (this is simply M°).

With C as before, we can characterize the extreme points of CT\ML

as follows:

Theorem 2. A point y(EC0f~\MJ- is an extreme point of C°P\M± if

and only if the set Fv — Fy-\-M is a(F, G)-dense in F.

Proof. Let & = C+M and define pu C? and F\ (for y<EC°) in the
obvious way. By Theorem 1, y is an extreme point of Cj if and only if

Fj—F¿ is <r(F, G)-dense in F. The proof is completed by showing

that C?= C°r\M±, and that for all y in C?, Fy-Fv + M is a a(F, G)-

dense subset of F\ — F\. The former fact follows easily from the defini-

tions. The latter remark may be proved as follows: Note first that for

xGF, pi(x)='mi{p(x-\-m):m(E.M}. Since p(x-\-m)^p(x), we have

Fv + M C Fj and hence F„ - Fv + M C F\ - F\. If x G F\, let
m„=(1— w_1)x. Then pi(un) — (u„, y)<l so there exists m„GJlisuch

that p(un+mn) <l+(un, y) = l + («„+m», y) and therefore un+m.„

(E.FV. Now, if x—x'(EFl — Fl, define m„, uñ and m„, ml as above;
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then Un+mn—(uñ-r-mñ)EiFy—Fy and hence un — UnÇ.Fv — Fv+M.

Since un —Un clearly converges to x —x' in the a(F, G) topology, this

completes the proof.

If £ is a topological vector space, then it is in duality with £* (the

space qí all continuous linear f unctionals on E) in the obvious way :

(X<J)=J(X) for all xG£,/G£*. (In keeping with our convention we

will assume that/(x) stands for (Re/)(x) if E is complex.)

Theorem 3. Suppose that E is a topological vector space, and that

the convex set C contains the origin in its interior. Then, for any subspace

M, we have E = Ef — Ej-\-Mif (and only if) f is an extreme point of
C°nMx.

Proof. By Theorem 2, the "only if" statement is obvious, while,

if/is an extreme point of Caf\ML, then Ef — Ej -fifis o(E, £*)-dense

in £. Let C' = 2-1[Cn(-C)]; then <pEmt C, and if xGC we have

±2xGC so that xG£/- Thus, £/ (and therefore £/ — £/+M) has

nonempty interior. If there exists mG£~(£/-E/+M), then there

exists [3, p. 22] a gG£*'^/{</>} such that g(x)^g(u) for all x in

Ef — Ef+M, contradicting the o(£, £*)-density of the latter. Thus,

£ = £/ — Ef+M, which proves the theorem.

It is worth noting that we have not required either C or M to be

closed.

3. Applications to normed spaces. Suppose that £ is a (real or

complex) normed linear space. Denote its unit ball by U, and let U*

denote the unit ball of £*. The following is an immediate corollary

of Theorem 3.

Theorem 4 (R. C. Buck). Let M be a subspace of E and suppose

f£U*i~\M1. Then f is an extreme point of U*i\MJ- if and only if

E = Ef-E,+M.

Note that the above theorem actually characterizes the extreme

points of the unit ball of (E/M)*. The following is a dual version

of this theorem.

Theorem 5. Let M be a closed subspace of E and suppose xG U(~\M.

Then x is an extreme point of UC\M if and only if E* — E* + M± is

weak*-dense in £*.

Proof. This follows from Theorem 2 upon recalling that the weak*

topology in £* is the o(£*, £) topology, and observing that since M

is closed, it is the annihilator in £ of MXC£*.

Obviously, the above theorems characterize the extreme points of

Z7* or U by taking M= {<p} or M = £, respectively.
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4. Remarks. A natural question arises with respect to Theorem 5

(taking M = E): If x is an extreme point of U, is it possible to con-

clude that £* —£* actually equals £*? Letting Q be the natural em-

bedding of E into £**, it is clear that £* = Eqx, so (by virtue of Theo-

rem 4) this is equivalent to the question: Must the image Qx of an

extreme point xG U be an extreme point of 17**? We will exhibit a

normed space for which the answer to this is negative, but the ques-

tion is still open for complete normed (i.e., Banach) spaces. Suppose

that F is a normed linear space with unit ball U, and suppose £ is

the completion of E, with unit ball Û. If there exists an xG U which

is an extreme point of U but not of Ü, then we see (by using the facts

that £* = £*, £** = £** and Q~E=Q(Ê)) that Qx is not an extreme

point of QÛ = QUC.U**, and hence is not an extreme point of U**.

The problem, then, is to find a space E containing a point x with the

above properties. Define a new norm on the (real) space l2 as follows:

The new unit ball Û in h will be the closed convex hull of the set

{xG¿2:xi = 0, Z*<=l} together with the points w = (1,1,0,0,0, • • •),

v= (1, — 1, 0, 0, • • • ) and their negatives. Using a theorem of V. L.

Klee as in [4, §3], we can construct a dense Hamel basis B for h

which contains x=(l, 0, 0, • • • ) and y=(0, 1, 0, 0, • • • ). Let E be

the linear span (not closed) of £~ {y}, and let the unit ball U of E

be Ûr\E. Then the completion £ of F is h with the norm induced by

Û, and since x = 2_1(w+i'), x is not an extreme point of 0. It is an

extreme point of U, however, since yG£ implies that x is the only

point of the segment [u, v] which is in £, and (from the definition of

Û) any segment in Ü which contains x in its interior must lie in [u, v].

Our Theorem 4 is not formulated in precisely the same manner as

Buck's theorem [2, Theorem 2], where it was proved (for £ a real

space and M closed) in the following form: Let k>0 be an integer

and let £* = {xG£: ||x|| —f(x) S&-1} ; then / is an extreme point of

[/«HI1 if and only if E = E)-E)+M for k= 1, 2, 3, • • • . This fol-
lows from Theorem 4, however, upon observing that £/ = kE) for all

jfe>0.
An elegant reformulation of Theorem 3 (and hence of Theorem 4)

may be obtained (as in [2]) by setting Vf =ñ" (k^Ef — k^Ef+M);
since VJ =£ if and only if £/ —£/ + M = £, / is an extreme point of

U*C\Mi- if and only if the closed subspace VJ is all of £. This formu-

lation does not hold under the minimal hypotheses of Theorem 2, how-

ever, since VJ, = f\? (k~lFy — k~1Fy + M) may be a proper subspace of

F even though Fy — Fv+M is a(F, G)-dense in F. Indeed, we may

take F and G to be £* and £, respectively, in the example described
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above. Letting t/* be Cand M = {<p}, we have shown that there exists

an xÇE.Ca=U such that x is an extreme point of C°, so Fx — Fx

= E* — Ex is <t(F, G)-dense in F. Since Qx is not an extreme point of

£/**, however, there exists (as in the proof of Theorem 1) an element

zG£**~{<í>} which is bounded on £* — £*; hence z vanishes on

VI and therefore V'x is proper.

Suppose £ is a normed space, M a closed subspace of £, and/G U*.

Buck has suggested that (setting V/ = C\" (k^E/-k^E/)) Vf + M

may always be dense in Vj. That this need not happen may be seen

as follows:

Let £ be the space Co of real sequences converging to zero, with the

supremum norm; then £* is the space h of absolutely summable se-

quences. Let / be the functional on £ corresponding to the sequence

(2_1, 2~2, 2~3, ■ ■ ■ )G/i, and let M be the closed subspace of Co con-

sisting of all x such that y^tn~2xn — 0. We will show that V/+M is not

dense in Vf. To this end, let (for n— 1, 2, 3, ■ • • )w» be the sequence

in /i whose first n terms are zero, and whose ifeth term is 2_(t_1) for

k>n. Then ||/ + m„|| =||«n|| =1 and (as in the proof of Theorem 1) each

un is bounded on £/ — Ef and hence vanishes on Vf. Thus, the elements

2n(u„ — Un+i) vanish on V¡; since (as is easily verified) these latter

form a total set over c0, we see that V¡= {$}.

Let 5" be the sequence which is 1 in the wth place and zero else-

where, and write 2--15"= (2"-1 £? ^) ~ (2"~1 Eï"1 ^). Thus, for each

n, 2n~1hn is the difference of two elements from £/. We will show that

the element 51 is in V} = f\k-1(E/-Ef+M) but not in M+V,. The

latter is obvious; we must show, then, that kh^-CzEf — Ef + M for

each k>0. Given k, choose «>0 such that 2n-1»-2 = ¿ .Then kh1

— n2kh" + (khl — n2kôn). The first term is in the convex set £/ — £/

(since 2n_1SnG£/ —£/ and n2k ^ 2n_1) while the second is clearly in M.

We have shown that M-\- V¡ is a proper subspace of Vf ; since

M = M+ Vf is closed, it is not dense.

In looking for a non-reflexive Banach space which might answer

the question posed at the beginning of this section, one naturally

turns to either C(X) (X compact Hausdorff) or Li of some measure

space. It is an interesting exercise to verify the following fact: If £

is C(X) or Li (over an arbitrary measure space) then the following is

true: For j"G U* let H¡= {xG£:/(x) = ||x||}. Then fis an extreme point

of U* if and only if E = H¡ — H¡. Furthermore (defining H* in the obvi-

ous way), xG ¿/ is an extreme point of U if and only if E* = H* — H*.

(Representations of £* for the above spaces, as well as characteriza-

tions of the appropriate extreme points, may be found in  [3; 5].)
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These results say, in effect, that each extreme point of U or U* is a

"vertex" ; in finite dimensional spaces this is true for any space whose

unit ball is a (centrally symmetric) polyhedron.

Added in proof. K. de Leeuw has suggested and Y. Katznelson has

proved that the answer to the question raised at the beginning of §4

is negative for the Banach space of all complex valued functions which

are analytic for | z\ <1 and continuous for \z\ á 1, with the supremum

norm.
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